Complete Wilderness Survival Course [CWSC]

Do you have the skills to travel through the rugged Boreal Forest?
Are you willing to learn new skills, knowledge, and gain experience?

Boreal Wilderness Institute's Complete
Wilderness Survival Course is a one-of-akind professionally taught modern wilderness
survival course that covers the entire
content of the Wilderness Survival Core
Seminar, Wilderness Survival Winter Field
Session, and Wilderness Survival Winter
Field Training all in five exciting days. This
course allows you to Master Wilderness
Survival quickly and easily on a 5-days world
class professionally run training course.
The Complete Wilderness Survival Course is designed to be both an
adventure and an educational experience that will let you see the true
challenges of travel in winter. Instruction will be ongoing during the trip and
you will be learning constantly.
Boreal Wilderness Institute's Complete
Wilderness Survival Course is a journey
through the boreal forest, where participants
have a chance to really discover the winter
forest and its many resources.
It is designed to be a continuous
learning experience where you will be
challenged as you live in the winter boreal
environment. Participants will earn BWI's
Survival
Certificate
on
successful
completion of this course.
Course Information: Cost includes the Canadian Wilderness Survival
Manual, instruction, extensive course materials, use of various materials and
tools. Food (3 Bag Lunches, 3 Simple Camp Breakfasts, & 3 Simple Camp
Suppers), Personal Gear, Winter Boots, and Winter Clothing are NOT
Provided, please read the WSWFT Equipment List and ask questions
before you arrive to avoid problems.
Day one of the course is in the classroom and then it’s off to the Boreal
Forest early the next morning. Transportation to the start point and or
movement between camps (if conditions warrant) are not included in the
price. Locations change each year and vary depending on snow conditions,
road conditions, weather, location availability, and fire bans, etc.
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Prerequisite: None
Location: #202 7205 Roper Road, Edmonton, AB, and Boreal Forest
Location or as Contracted.
Dates: As per Calendar or as Contracted [Groups of 5 or more]
Cost: $665 per person or $3000 plus $50 per person [Groups of 5 or more]
Course Time Frame: 5 Days / 3 Nights in the Wilderness
Additional Booking Information:
1. A Deposit must be paid to officially hold a registration on this course.
2. Deposits are non-refundable.
3. BWI reserves the right to cancel any course at any time.
4. Please see our Policy on Cancellation at http://boreal.net/aboutbwi/bwi-faq.php for more information.
5. The Boreal Wilderness Institute and any of its Course Instructor have the
right to refuse either registration or admission to a course. They may at
any time ask a course participant to leave, if they feel the participant is a
danger to themselves or to others. No refunds will be given out in these
cases.
6. Neither the Boreal Wilderness Institute, nor individual instructors take
any responsibility for cancellation, prolongation, and or extra costs and
complications arising out of these matters.
7. Participants must completely and honestly will out and sign both BWI’s
Waiver and BWI’s Medical Form before departing on any Field Training
or officially to be excepted for any Field Training.
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